Remembering Nelson Mandela

Professor of Fine Arts & Foundation Studies Ilona Anderson, assistant director of the foundation program, remembers Nelson Mandela.

... he visited Harvard in the 90s. Suffolk University professor Anderson was here when Mandela came to the hat shelf, an experience Anderson a native South ...

... he also visited Harvard in the ’90s. Suffolk University presidency loan that Anderson was hereen Mandela came to the hats shell. ...

... Boston, the first visit that I make in the U.S. will be Boston. >> Reporter: Suffolk University propertyer Ilona Anderson grew up under apartheid in South African remembers voting for Mandela. We spent our whole lives waiting ...

... in the United States is going to be Boston. >> Suffolk University propertyer Ilona Anderson grew up under apartheid and remembers voting for Mandela.
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... visit in the United States is going to be Boston. >> Suffolk University professor Ilona Anderson grew up under apartheid in South Africa and voted for Mandela. >> we spent our whole lives ...
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... I make in the United States I will come to Boston. >> Suffolk University professor Anderson grew up under apartheid in South Africa and I remember voting for Mandela. >> we spent our whole lives ...